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protest and applied with servile respect for fifteen cen-
turies.'
In this great art, religion has still a central place, and
the Indian dharma or way of life is here as always in-
extricably interwoven with faith in the Unseen. 'I went1,
says another French writer, 'thinking only to be present
at the staging of a mystery-play: I came away with the
feeling that I had seen the celebration of a religious rite.'
An admirable exercise in the reconstructive imagina-
tion of the historian is M. L£vi's description of the 'first
night' of Shakuntala.
The Spring Festival is at hand. Ujjain, city of rich merchants,
intellectual capital of India, glorious and prospering under a wise
and victorious king, is preparing to keep the feast with a pomp
worthy of its wealth and culture. The season and other circum-
stances are propitious to the dramas the palace of Vikramaditya is
hospitable to letters. But where is a work to be found exquisite
enough to satisfy the critical faculty of the King, of his Nine Gems,
and of all the court ?... Kalidasa has just finished a heroic comedy,
and it has been hailed by his friends as a masterpiece. , . . The
honour of presenting a play by Kalidasa before the most illustrious
Sovereign of India brings out keen competition among the troupe of
actors who have gone up to Ujjain for the feast. But the poet has
his own comedians, whom he has trained and perfected in his "Mala-
vika and Agnimitra". When the company is chosen, the director
goes to the palace and examines the hall. Cord in hand he takes the
measurements, fixes the pitch and dimensions of the stage, and leaves
his assistant to direct the arrangements.,.. The actors, who have
been well-trained in appreciation, recognize the masterly qualities
of the play, the cleverness of the intrigue, the correct balance of the
sentiments, the freshness of the imagination. The orchestra rehearses
the melodies, the dance tunes, and the instrumental music.
The Festival of Spring has come. Poet and players, anxious and
nervous, arise very early in the morning to hasten the last prepara-
tions. As the sun rises, Vikramaditya enters, followed by his court,
and seats himself upon the throne: his women stand on his left, and
on the right are vassal kings who have come to pay him homage,
princes, officers, men of letters and sages, grouped about Varahami-
hira the historian, and Amarasinaka the lexicographer The hall
glows with lights: preciou? stones sparkle, set in the gold of the

